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Who Goes to School? , Margaret Hillert, 2006, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. Simple text and illustrations depict
animals in various work and training situations and concludes that school can be fun for animals and children.
Includes reading activities..

The Strictest School in the World Being the Tale of a Clever Girl, a Rubber Boy and a Collection of Flying
Machines, Mostly Broken, Howard Whitehouse, 2006, Juvenile Fiction, 252 pages. .

Biscuit Goes to School , Alyssa Satin Capucilli, Jul 1, 2003, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. Share the love of
reading with your beginner reader! I Can Read books are widely recognised as the premier line of beginner
readers. Inaugurated in 1957 with Else Holmelund ....

El Gato Leo Goes to School! A First Spanish Story, Opal Dunn, Cathy Gale, Jun 1, 2007, Foreign Language
Study, 24 pages. Invites youngsters to learn Spanish by lifting the flaps to see the English translations of the
words Leo, a cat who speaks only Spanish, says as he goes to school..

Tales Out of School , David Silver, 1995, Games, 128 pages. Move over Victor Mollo and David Bird! Fans
of the Hideous Hog, the Abbot, and the Rabbi will find a new hero among the halls of Mohican College (the
last of the community ....

Max Goes to School , Adria F. Klein, Jun 23, 2005, Juvenile Fiction, 24 pages. During his day at school, Max
listens to and writes a story, plays on the playground, and eats lunch..

Start Writing Adventure Stories , Penny King, Ruth Thomson, Aug 1, 2004, Juvenile Nonfiction, 32 pages.
Offers beginning writers six themes and numerous helpful hints to guide them through every stage of creating
an adventure story..

Dora Goes to School , , Jan 1, 2006, Juvenile Fiction, 24 pages. Dora and Boots help their teacher Maestra
Beatriz get to school on time when her bicycle gets a flat tire..

Curious George Goes to School , Margret Rey, Alan J. Shalleck, 1989, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. Curious
George makes a mistake in the art room of his school but finds a missing painting in time for an open house
for parents of the students..
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David Goes to School , , 1999, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. David's activities in school include chewing gum,
talking out of turn, and engaging in a food fight, causing his teacher to say over and over, "No, David!".

Stuart Goes to School , Sara Pennypacker, 2003, Juvenile Fiction, 55 pages. Worried about his first day at a
new school, eight-year-old Stuart wears his magic cape and hopes that it will help him get through the day..

Marley Goes to School , John Grogan, Jul 7, 2009, Juvenile Fiction, 40 pages. It's the first day of school, and
Cassie is all set to go. So is her dog, Marley! Although he's told to stay, Marley digs a tunnel out of the
backyard and sniffs his way to ....

Sam Goes to School , Mary Labatt, 2004, Juvenile Fiction, 31 pages. Sam jumps on the yellow bus and
follows the neighborhood children to school..
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